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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The National Defense Educational Act of 1958 made a
variety of audio-visual equipment available to teachers
and schools.

Language laboratories, educational televi-

sion, and programmed instruction received a boost.

The

impact of the law has not reached all educators but it is
being felt increasingly.
The technological, curricular, and organizational
changes in American education are observable throughout
the nation.

Television, programm.ed learning, language lab-

oratories, and expanded film uses - single concept and entire course - are no longer innovations.

Curricular

changes are seen in science, mathematics, reading, and social studies, and many other subject areas.
Thus emerges the possibility of a differentiated kind
of education opportunity that envisions a new climate of
instructional materials, a new arrangement of teaching machinery, a new kind of teaching, all organized to challenge the student (5).
Imparation of knov/ledge and active exercising in order to form habits must be acknowledged as rigorous forms
1

of teaching.

The goals for instruction are student disci-

pline and learning not just involvement.
Education is the harmonious development of all
our faculties. It begins in the nursery, and
goes on at school, but does not end there. It
continues through life, vjhether we vdll or not
(^1-1:103).
Many students are shoved up and out of school x\'ithout
the mastery of basic skills because their teaching lacked
enough discipline and instruction.

One might visualize

the relationship of teaching, instruction, discipline and
learning in this manner:

(6:19)

Teaching
/

Much learning occurs without any teaching.

Much teaching

and some instruction occurs with little effect on learning.
Discipline is strongly obligated to produce specified learnings.

Note that there is room enough and need for some

teaching that does not have precise or even predetermined
behavioral objectives.

There are also some learning situ-

ations in which the sharp focus and purpose of instruction
is appropriate, for by focusing on one learning, the student develops a kind of selective inattention to other possibilities (6).

T'^ff'Tn mTTTf-^

Instruction, says A. A. Lumsdalne, is used
as a generic term referring to any specifable
means of controlling or manipulating a sequence of events to produce modifications of
behavior through learning. It is applicable.
whenever the outcomes of learning can be
specified in sufficiently explicit terms to
permit their measurement (7:58^),
S. M. Corey in The 1967 Yearbook, Programmed Instruction, says that all teaching involved manipulating the environment of a learner; instruction is that part of
teaching where the manipulation is disciplined by some of
the requirements of science (2:228-229).
The overhead projector is now recognized as one of
the most valuable teaching aids In the classroom, as indispensable as the chalk board formerly was.

As an aid,

the overhead projector is far more useful than the chalk
board and teaching techniques can be used with the projector that cannot even be attempted with the chalk
board (1).
By using a series of acetate overlays, all sorts of
assemblies, growth, or progress conditions and integral
parts of a v^fhole may be shown effectively.

The over-

head projector is often used to introduce, present subject matter, and summarize class work.

For example,' a

series of overlays will enable a teacher to show the various stages or steps, and finally the solution to a given
problem (7).
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Advantages of Using the Overhead Projector
The advantages of using the overhead projector are
listed by Arendt, (1:463-^66) as follows:

-"—•

a.

Because materials can be prepared prior to
the start of class, no time is lost with
writing on the chalk board. In addition,
far more examples can be shown in a given
amount of time than when using the chalk
board

b.

Saving in duplicating costs. Instead of
reproducing essay tests, teachers put such
tests on a permanent transparency or on a
"write-on" acetate. The write-on acetate
may be erased after class and used again.
This is also a class time-saver since it
is not necessary to distribute mimeographed tests

c.

Teacher faces class at all times

d.

Materials can be retained for repeated use.
This is especially useful for teachers who
teach several classes at the same level
each day or week

e.

No chalk dust

f.

Easy diversion of students' attention by
use of "on-off" switch. Waen making a
point not on a transparency, always turn
off the projector to turn attention toward the teacher rather than the screen

g.

Simple operation

h.

Projection of opaque objects such as cardboard cutouts or genuine articles

i.

Commercial materials are now available

j.

Relative inexpensiveness, A good projector costs approximately s?175'00

k.

Little maintenance. A bulb lasts approximately 75 hours and is as simple to

...•-.-„....-
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change as any house lamp bulb. With normal
care a projector will last for years with
not very much maintenance
1.

Little or no room light control required.
The image can be projected in a lighted
room although it sometimes helps to turn
off the lights, especially when it is not
necessary for students to take notes

m.

Very easy for teachers to prepare their
ovm materials

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine if there
was a significant difference in the understanding, execution, and retention of selected pattern alteration
techniques using overhead transparency projectuals compared to the conventional method of presentation not
using overhead transparency projectuals.
Scope and Limitations of the Study
The study was limited to fifty-five students in four
sections randomly selected from the total number of undergraduate Clothing and Textile I3I classes at Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas.

Tvjo sections were

presented pattern alteration techniques ^^fithout the use
of overhead transparency projectuals.
The study was conducted during the fourth v.'eek of
the 1969 Spring semester.

Experimental Group
Section 1

Section 2
Control Group

Section 1

Section 2

Basic Assumptions
For the purposes of this study it was assumed that
students in undergraduate beginning sections of Clothing
and Textiles I3I classes at Texas Technological College,
Lubbock, Texas would be assigned to their respective
classes at random.

The factors which determined that as-

signment vsere dependent upon a screening of the students
by members of the department to evaluate the student experience level.

'The students v;ere then reassigned to

sections (beginning, intermediate, advanced) based upon
the information obtained through the screening process.
The students in the experimental and the control sections
were classified at the beginning level.

It was also as-

sumed that concepts related to alteration techniques
would be part of the general background of only a few beginning Clothing and Textile I3I students.

If a few stu-

dents did in fact have some knowledge, and background in
those above mentioned skills, it was assumed that this
would be equalized between the experimental and control

^mmmmmmtmui^^^^^^^^^^iu^m^^mMaamaimaMmwurM'w''' " " li
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groups because of randomized selection of sections and
randomized assignment.
Definition of Terms
Communication of infonnation is limited to the degree
to which the symbols of communication are understood.

For

the purpose of clarity, the following terms are defined in
relation to their meaning within this study:
1-

Overlay - The term overlay is used to describe an

overhead transparency projectual which has a basic with sequentially hinged sheets of acetate which can be added to
the basic as it is being projected.

These overlays are

designed to be used sequentially or alternately.
2.

Projectual - The term projectual refers to a com-

pleted overhead transparency ready for projection.

The

acetate sheets used to make the projectuals in this study
are 8 1/2 inches X 11 inches.
3.

Systems design or a.pproa,ch to learning - Accord-

ing to VanderMeer (13:292) the term means that all elements of a learning environment are considered along with
various media to accomplish specific learning objectives.
All those elements are then placed into a system of instruction,
k-.

Understanding - The term understanding refers to

the act of one who understands, especially;
sion;

a.

comprehen-

to have a clear understanding of the problem,

b.

8
knov;ledge:

a good understanding of vfhat needs to be done

(39:2123).
5.

Execution - The term execution refers to a carrying

out; a doing; a performing; a making according to a plan or
design (39:688).
6.

Retention - According to Travers (38:310) reten-

tion is "the continued capacity to behave in a particular
way that has been learned."
7.

Conventional Method - The conventional method of

pattern alteration instruction as defined for this study
includes lecture, and demonstration of pattern alteration
techniques.
Hypotheses to Be Tested
The following hypotheses were tested in the study.
1.

There will be no significant differences between

the experimental groups and the control groups in the understanding of selected alteration techniques, on selected alterations, as tested by a pre-test,
2.

There will be no significant differences between

the experimental group and the control group in the
execution of alteration techniques on selected alterations,
as evaluated by a rating scale (See Appendix G ) .
3.

There will be no significant differences between

the experimental groups and the control groups in the

9
retention of alteration techniques which were presented
and later tested by a post-test.
k.

There vjill be no interaction between independent

variables themselves nor betv;een the results of the tests
designed to measure understanding, execution, and retention.

CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE
A few years ago v;e might have agreed with the educator who asserted that it took about fifty years for a new
idea to gain general acceptance in American education,
but not today.

Pressing student enrollments have forced

the limited number of trained professionals to investigate new and better ways of meeting educational challenges vjith new methods of presentation in a comparatively
short period of time (3).
Multi-Media or Cross-Media
With the multi-media or cross-media approach to learning, the teacher has the responsibility and opportunity to
select from audiovisual and verbal techniques those which,
when used in justaposition, vjill reinforce one another
and produce the highest level of learning experience (3),
These teaching-learning materials - the chalk board,
pictures, charts and diagrams, models and specimens, maps
and globes, field trips, transcriptions and sound tapes,
filmstrips and slides, films, television, etc., as v;ell
as books and other verbal materials - all have their ox^rn
10

11
unique characteristics.

Thus, the selection' of suitable

materials to be used singly or in.combination should be
based on how v;ell they can be expected to help pupils
reach the specific learning goals desired (15).
The basic roles of audiovisual technology according
to Erickson (17^10-29) are as follovjs;
1.
2.
3.

k.
5.

Aixdiovisual technology provides the
teacher with the means for extending the
horizon of experience.
Audiovisual technology helps the
teacher provide meaningful sources of information.
Audiovisual technology provides the
teacher with interest-compelling springboards into a v.'lde variety of learning
activities.
Audiovisual technology assists the
teacher in overcoming physical difficulties of presenting subject matter.
Audiovisual technology provides the
teacher vjith a kit of tools to carry out
diagnostic, research, and remedial work
demanded by up-to-date instructional
purposes (17:10-29).

Gagne points out that planning for media and planing for optimal learning are essentially parts of the
same process.

The various modes of instruction are em-

ployed for the purpose of getting the greatest instructional usefulness from media and combinations of media.
Thus the choice of modes is also a matter of aiming for
optimal functioning in generating the proper conditions
for learning:

It is these conditions that provide the

immed.iats instructional purposes on the basis of which
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correct decisions can be made about media and modes of
instruction (15).
Students say they want teachers to use audiovisual
materials, not just because they are interesting and make
time pass more quickly, rather audiovisual materials are
a means of making course material more meaningful.

Stu-

dents vjant teachers to use audiovisual materials and to
use them properly, that is, to relate them with telling
impact to day-to-day class activities.

Teachers who em-

phasize effective communication seek to give adequate explanations, seek to understand and anticipate the
difficulties of pupils, seek to understand their influential subjective thought patterns, and seek to provide
the necessary real and or vicarious experiences for solving problems, building new ideas, insights, and abilities,
and for carrying on other learning tasks (17).
Erickson (17) found that:
When instructors develop penetrating insights into the breadth and variety of teaching
objectives, when they come to feel a real concern for student achievement in both large and
small groups, they will recognize more clearly
the need for the help that audiovisual materials can give, help for the teacher that is
rev^arded in help for the student, help that is
urgently needed if the learning process is to
proceed efficiently.
An automated classroom of the type required for programmed classroom instruction is represented by the
Teaching Research Automated Classroom (TRAC) facility at
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Oregon College of Education.

TRAC combines three instruc-

tional systems to equip the teacher with the capability
for providing individualized feedback to students through
light signals, for collating student responses to a single
stimulus question or problem, for remotely controlling a
motion picture projector, slide projector, overhead transparency projector (all on a single rear-projection screen),
and for operating a tape recorder and voice amplifier.
The room is also equipped with open and closed circuit TV
receivers (^1-).
Media in Higher Education
Sattler states (18:2^0-2^1):
Instructional Technology has not developed
to its present status without a struggle. It
has had to compete for recognition and financial support in a rapidly growing nationwide
educational program, which has been characterized by many administrative innovations and a
shortage of funds. To cite a few exajnples
since I9OO: consider the rapid growth of senior high schools in number and influence, the
coming of the jimior high school, the junior
college movement, and the growth of the landgrant colleges and universities.
This is not all as Sattler observes (18:2^1-2^^2):
During the period from I9OO to the present,
we have had two world wars, a major depression, and the advent of the space age. The
latter has put pressure on American education to teach more, to teach better, and to
teach in less time. Despite the increasing
demands on the school dollar, appropriations
have increased to support programs aiid research leading to a science and technology
of instruction.

1^

At the university level, educational television has
taken form in credit and non-credit courses.

In Home Eco-

nomics as well as other disciplines television along with
other media is being used.

Other experimental media such

as the overhead projector, slides, and films give the
classroom teacher more flexibility in teaching a lesson,
since the prepared materials can be used as a unit or introduced at the appropriate moment to supplement the
teacher's presentation.

Several media may be combined to

enrich the lecture (3),
It has been estimated by Lewis (19:26-28) that 56O
school districts and 117 colleges and universities are
using commercial channels for regular instructional purposes.

Thus the use of commercial stations for instruc-

tional television constitutes a significant part of
instructional broadcasting in the United States.
An impressive experiment was undertaken by the
Chicago City Junior College in 1956.

A final report on

its first three years of experimental activity indicates
that nine courses vjere taught each year on television
station WTTW.

The courses were purposely varied and con-

stituted offerings in social science, physical science,
literature, biology, English composition, mathematics,
modern languages, business, and other typical college
courses.

Students were screened and admitted in the usual

15
way, but instead of attending classes, they viewed telecasts at home and kept up vjith a prepared study guide.
.Written assignments were submitted by mail.

During the

experimentation period, about five thousand students per
semester registered for the television courses, and about
65 per cent of the students completed them.

According to

evaluations made, it was concluded that junior college
courses can be taught as effectively by television as in
the classroom (18:2^1-5-2^^6).
Another pioneer closed-circuit instructional television experiment began in 195^i with the aid of Ford
Foundation funds, at Pennsylvania State University.

Cam-

eras were mounted in ordinary classrooms and connected
by coxial cable to other classrooms where matched groups
of students viewed the lessons.

Other courses were of-

fered to classes by television, only, and extensive experimentation was done with talk-back systems ivhereby the
student could ask the instructor a question and get an
immediate response.

The original experiments indicated

that the use of television did not seem to reduce the
quality of instruction or to lovjer student accomplishment.
This experiment also demonstrated that once a closedcircut system has been installed, a decreased cost of instruction per student can be realized if the system is
used effectively (20),

16
Some audiovisual innovations are enthusiastically received by students; others have not been successful.

Some

are too time consuming or the energy involvement of the
staff does not justify the end result; others are judged
vjorthy of repeated use.

Experimental approaches carried

on informally by individual teachers and research carried
on at Michigan State University by graduate students and
staff have indicated, however, that students can learn
effectively in large classroom situations with audiovisual instruction (3).
The tape recorder is part of a teaching system being
tried out in many disciplines including Home Economics,
In this teaching system the teacher has prepared descriptive visual panels that provide step-by step instruction
for construction processes.

The tape-recorded component

guides the student in his study and action.

In the

Ithaca City School District, Ithaca, New York the laboratory or vjorkroom is equipped with headphones and other
similar self-instruction stations (17:2^^2).
A major advantage of the overhead projector which is
used increasingly is flexibility and direct contact with
the class while the teacher is explaining and showing
transparencies.

The teacher can mark on the transpar-

ency with a special pencil, use overlays to build-up a
developmental presentation, pause to explain or answer
questions, show a single concept film, explain a chart

mmmsm
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on the bulletin board, or leave the transparency on the
screen vjhlle students complete the process or use the information (3).
Although media research in the past has been largely
the comparative study type, the emphasis today seems to
be in a systems approach to learning context.

Various

media are considered together along x^/ith other variables
such as motivation, environments, and individual differences.

A system of instruction is then designed to ac-

complish specific behavorial objectives.

Perhaps the

emergence of the programmed learning movement has resulted
in an influence to design media research to measure many
variables interacting with media (11),
Lumsdaine (7:58^) reported studies in vjhich certain
factors influenced the effectiveness of media.

Some of

those variables include student response, direct practice, announcement of a test, forms of reinforcement,
prompting, optimal lengths of demonstration and practice
segments, and pacing.

Clearly there seems to be a rec-

ognized need to evaluate media utilization in terms of
psychological, physiological, sociological and cultural
variables.
The apparent emphasis at the present time is on improvement through research of various media as analyzed

18
through a systems approach.
point when he stated:

VanderMeer discussed this

(1^^:292)

The purpose of research in educational media
is to improve the contribution of these media
to the achievement of educational objectives.
In performing research on instructional media,
we inevitably begin vjith some conception of
the dimensions of the contribution that the
given medium can make, and in the course of
our investigation, we frequently discover potentials in particular media vjhich change the
contribution that such media may make and
thereby imply, perhaps, changes for the entire
educational system. It vjould seem to follow,
then that the systems approach has implications for research on educational media, in
contexts ranging from studies related to the
influence of a wide range of media on an ed~
cational system and its organization.
Dr. S, N. Postlethwait and his associates at Purdue
University developed audiovisual media for a freshman botany course,

Fostlethvjait began isdth a scientific ap-

proach by clearly defining the problem and adapting the
materials and methods currently available to its solution.
Early in the process, he determined that effective student
learning of specified subject content would require a different approach than the traditional "lecture, recitation
and laboratory" v;ith a required attendance typical of
much college science instruction.

Dr. Postlethwait notes

several significant values accruing to the student and to
the purposes of the course.

Students learn more in less

time under the audiotutorial system, achieve better
grades than formerly, and retain the information learned.

19
It is not surprising that the students themselves uniformly prefer the new system to the old, despite the fact
that the course contains 50 per cent more information
than under the old system.

Grades have risen signifi-

cantly at all levels, and the same sized staff previously
required to handle 300 students with two laboratories is
now doing a better job i^rith 500 students and one laboratory (15:50^-507).
Other notable examples of organized efforts in instructional development at the higher-education level are:
the Educational Development Program (EDP) at Michigan
State University; the Articulated Instructional Media
(AIM) program at the University of VJisconsin; the Office
of Instructional Media Research Unit at Purdue University; the Center for Research on Learning and Teaching at
the University of Michigan; the Instructional Resources
Center at Pennsylvania State University; and the Instructional Materials and Development Center of the newly
established Department of Educational Communications Center at the University of Hawaii (15:503).
Evaluation of Media
The increased availability of educational media has
brought about a concern on the part of educators to evaluate those various media in terms of their contribution to
the learning of specific educational objectives (8).

20
During the past decade many studies were made to compare the effects of a particular medium with "conventional
teaching."

Many of these studies were done to evaluate

the effectiveness of films. Meierhenry reported the results of a four-year study of a film enrichment program
in Nebraska.

He reported the following: (8:97)

. . . there was a significant gain (.01 level
of significance) on every single film test;
that about one-sixth of the instructional time
was given to the use of motion pictures. In
spite of the time allocation, there were many
gains for the experimental classes on the standardized tests, some of them significantly so,
and not one single instance of a significant
loss.
•

f

•

While the concern for film was at a high level of interest, researchers began to scan the horizon for new facets in the use of media. The outcome was the study of
educational television.

The results of television re-

search have shovm that television is as effective as conventional teaching.

When television was compared with

other methods including conventional teaching, there was
sometimes a significant difference in favor of television.

Tannenbaum (11:81-83) reported that closed-circuit

television lecture-demonstration in periodontics to practicing dentists in six states was highly effective as
compared vrith a control group and with a group which
studied only a manual.

21
VanderMeer (1^:29^) also suggested that relatively
little research in newer educational media has been directed toward the identification and manipulation of certain specified criteria based on learning outcomes.

As

an example, VanderMeer (l^J-) completed some research designed to improve a filmstrip in developing factual and
conceptual knowledge in certain aspects of science for
elementary and secondary school students.

That research

involved a frame-by-frame analysis of a filmstrip with a
view to identifying those aspects of each frame that
seemed to contribute to the communication of relevant
knowledge.

He concluded that much more research needed to

be done taking into account such items as optimum sequencing of the visual stimulus materials, optimum size of
the total idea burden carried by the filmstrip (or whatever) and its subparts, the frames of the filmstrip, and
the separate reactions of individuals viewing.

He con-

cluded, further, that there seems to be a great need for
research designed to measure the interval characteristics
of all media on an individual basis in order to establish
criteria for the improvement of those media.
An increasing number of programs is becoming commercially available in a variety of subject-matter areas.
More availability is no guarantee of quality, however.
In addition, programs (as well as machines) are sometimes
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announced long before they are actually available on the
market; also, as noted above, some programs are in a format that can be presented only with a particular kind of
machine (21:410),
A useful guide to available programs for school subjects is a 383 page government publication entitled
"Programs," I963 (22). This publication lists some 120
programs reported to be commercially available by September 1963.

After this date supplements were prepared, not

complete listings.

These programs span the curriculum

from elementary to college levels and cover a variety of
subject matter, including language arts, mathematics, music, physical and biological sciences, social studies,
and business education.

The report cited above includes

descriptive information and one or more sample sequences
from each program.

Pertinent data given include the stu-

dent population, the number of "frames" in each program,
and its price (22:2-7).
Teacher Education in Media
Stimulated by the 1958 Lake Okoboji (Iowa) Audiovisual Leadership Conference, the Department of Audiovisual
Instruction, National Educational Association, devoted
the January, 1959, issue of Audiovisual Instruction to
the subject of teacher education.

Up to 1959, according

to Allen, (23:87) "the research in the area of teacher
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education to utilize new educational media with maximum
effectiveness is characterized by.status studies and
questionnaire surveys.

Practically no experimental re-

search has been conducted on ways to train teachers,
either in colleges and universities or in-service training situations."

The major conclusions from the

evaluation-type surveys, Allen says, were that "(a)
teacher inertia is an outstanding deterrent to the use of
media, (6) a small percentage of the teachers use the
greatest percentage of materials, and (c) teachers with
preparation in the use of new techniques used more media
and v;ith greater effectiveness (23:88),
The Department of Audiovisual Instruction, National
Education Association, has manifested an official concern
vilth

regard to the new professional preparation required

by the audiovisual or media specialist.

The department

has voiced this concern through its sponsorship of seminars, its commission (known as the Professional Education
of Media Specialists, or PEMA, Commission), and its publications.

Moreover, four recent major studies sponsored

by the U. S. Office of Education have dealt vjith the problem of educating audiovisual specialists.
the first of these, published in 196k,

The report of

is "The Content

and Pattern for the Professional Training of Audiovisual
Communication Specialists" (18:196).

zk
In the same year, the report of a project directed by
Morris L. Cogan and Harold Lancour of the University of
Pittsburgh was published.

C. Walter Stone edited this re-

port, entitled "The Professional Education of Media Service Personnel."

The third of these studies was conducted

by Paul D. Holtzman and A. W. VanderMeer of Pennsylvania
State University, "Interdisciplinary Graduate Programs in
Communication;

A Descriptive Study."

Finally, in the

fall of 1965, another report appeared under the title "A
Study of Regional Instructional Media Resources:
Manpower."

Phase I

Ann M. Martin of the University of Pittsburgh

was the director of this project (18:186-87).
Today more than sixty institutions and thirty states
are offering a minimum of one graduate course in audiovisual education in each of these three areas:
production, and administration.

utilization,

Moreover, one may find

programs leading to the doctorate degree in audiovisual
education in a number of leading universities (2^:3),
The public school systems in Texas recently realigned
audiovisual cooperatives and service centers within the
state system.

Regional media centers were created through

which the media needs of the state are met.

This move has

created the requirement for media specialists and administrators.

In addition to their normal service of providing

films, filmstrips, slides, tapes, transparencies and other
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media to the schools; the media centers conduct svimmer
workshops and in-service instruction for area teachers.
Materials and machines for production projects are made
readily available to teachers at the centers.

The re-

gional media center program envisions the establishment
of a systems approach to education which will provide instruction for educators in all disciplines.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of this study was to determine if there
was a significant difference in the understanding, execution, and retention of selected pattern alteration techniques using overhead transparency projectuals compared
to the control method of presentation not using overhead
transparency projectuals.
Group Studied
The study was limited to fifty-five students in four
sections randomly selected from the total number of undergraduate Clothing and Textile I3I classes at Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas.

Two sections T^rere

presented pattern alteration techniques using overhead
transparency projectuals and are referred to as experimental sections one and ti-jo. Two sections vrere presented
pattern alteration techniques using the conventional
method and are referred to as control sections one and two.
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Preparation for the Study
Statement of Objectives
As with other audiovisual materials, the effectiveness of transparencies depends to a large extent on how
they are used.

In keeping with good teaching principles,

the following objectives were established for the unit of
study titled Pattern Alteration Techniques,
Instructional Objectives
The students will be able to:
1.

Distinguish between "new sizing" and "old sizing"
of commercial patterns.

2.

Select correct pattern size for specific figure
types,

3.

Select line design which will be most flattering
to their own figure type,

k.

Measure and record accurately specific measurements of body and pattern areas.

5.

Identify possible alteration problem areas,

6.

Apply generalizations of pattern selection to
individual pattern purchase,

7.

Perform specific alterations on half scale patterns,

8.

Make necessary alterations on individual blouse
pattern.
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9.

Construct a blouse and apply principles of alteration.
Pilot Study

A pilot study was conducted using a small group of volunteers from two sections of beginning clothing and textiles
131, in the fall of I968,

After the presentation of two

alterations in the bust area by use of multiple overlay
overhead transparencies.
to the students.

A simple opinionaire i-jas given

As a result of the pilot study changes

were made in the transparencies.
Media Instruments Employed
Development of Transparencies and Audio Tapes
Four preliminary transparencies were developed to introduce steps leading to proper execution of pattern alterations.
These were:

(See Appendix C. )

1.

Comparison of Figure Types

2.

The New Ease in a Basic Fitted Garmet

3.

Locations for Taking Body Measurements

k.

Locations for Taking Pattern Measurements

Eight different pattern alteration techniques in the
blouse area v-;ere adapted to multiple overlay overhead
transparency projectuals.

These projectuals were used to

instruct the experimental group in pattern alteration
techniques.
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The pattern alterations were as follows: (See Appendix C, )
1.

Lengthening Bodice Front and Back

2.

Shortening Bodice Front and Back

3.

Altering Bodice Back for Rounded Shoulders

k.

Lengthening and Shortening the Shoulder Seam

5.

Alteration for Sloping Shoulders

6.

Alteration for Square shoulders

7.

Increasing Bodice Front for Full Bust

8.

Increasing Waistline of Bodice

A script was written to describe in detail each step
presented by the transparencies.

The script was taped to

provide ease, accuracy, and to eliminate repetition in the
presentation of the subject matter.

(See Appendix D,)

Educational Packet
An educational packet was developed to be used with
the eight overhead transparency projectuals as part of the
pre-test.

Individual folders were given to each student

in the experimental sections.

These packets contained

eight pre-cut half-scale patterns for the blouse area with
the instructions for the alteration problem attached to
each half-scale pattern.

Equipment for the execution of

the alterations was included in the packet,
A script was written instructing the students in the
manner in which the packets were to be used,

(See
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Appendix E.)

A step by step narration of the eight alter-

ation techniques v/as included in the script.

The educa-

tional packet script was also taped to provide ease,
accuracy and to eliminate repetition in presentation of
the subject matter.
In order to insure that the information being used
on alterations in developing the transparencies and audio
tapes was correct, the writer used the following references during the development of the study;

(25), (26),

(12), (27) and (28),
Testing Instruments Employed
The Pre-Test and Post-Test
A pre-test vjas developed by the writer to determine
the students level of achievement in pattern alteration
techniques at the beginning of the study.
consisted of fifty-txvo items.

The pre-test

Section one consisted of

thirty-three multiple choice questions; section two consisted of eleven problem solving test items and section
three consisted of eight questions which involved analysis, problem solving and execution.

The pre-test was

also used as the post-test (See Appendix B.), hox^rever,
the last eight items were deleted in the post-test form.
The test was presented in mimeograph form and students
responses were recorded in the test booklet.

The person-

nel administering the tests were provided vdth sealed
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envelopes containing numbered test booklets and specific
x^rritten instructions for administering the tests.
Appendix A.)

(See

The pre-test was administered to both the

experimental and control groups,

The control group was

not given part III of the pre-test.
The Rating Scale
Subjects participating in the study constructed
blouses after they were given instructions in pattern alteration techniques.
A rating scale (See Appendix G.) was developed by the
XMriter for judging (1) General Appearance (2) Fit and (3)
Effect of the Garment on the Student.

A panel of five ex-

perts selected from the staff of the department of Clothing and Textiles, Texas Technological College, Lubbock,
Texas, rated the garments using the rating scale.

This

rating xvas interpreted as a measure of the students abil--""
ity to execute alteration techniques.
The Check List
The students in the experimental group (sections 1
and 2) performed pattern alterations on eight half-scale
patterns in the educational packet as part of the pre-test.
The execution of the alteration and the understanding of
alteration problems and concepts were evaluated by use of
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a check list.

(See Appendix H.)

The panel mentioned

above evaluated the half-scale patterns executed by the
students.

(See Table 8)

In order to insure validity, reliability, and usability in the tests developed, for the study, the writer
used the following references:

(30), (31), (32), (33),

(34). (35), (36) and (37).
Experimental Design
The nonequivalent control group design was used to
treat the data in the study.

Gage states;

One of the most widespread experimental
designs in educational research involves an
experimental group and a control group both
given a pretest and a posttest, but in which
the control group and the experimental group
do not have pre-experimental sampling equivalence. Rather, the groups constitute naturally assembled collectives such as classrooms,
as similar as availability permits but yet not
so similar that one can dispense with the pretest. 'The assignment of X (treatment) to one
group or the other is assumed to be random
and under the experimenter's control (40:217).
The analyses of covariance as described by Popham
(9:221-225) was used to compensate for instructor variations, differences in the number of subjects in each
group, differences in classification (freshman, sophomore,
junior, or senior), and differences in years of sewing
experience (beginning, intermediate, advanced).

Popham

states that a statistical tool of considerable value
known as analysis of covariance can be employed in just
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such instances as that described above.

This technique,

an extension of the analysis of variance model combined
with certain features of regression analysis, provides a
useful statistical device for educational investigators.
In brief, analysis of covariance may be used when a relationship is being studied between a dependent variable
and two or more groups representing an independent variable.

This powerful technique allows the researcher to

statistically equate the independent variable groups with
respect to one or more variables which are relevant to the
dependent variable.

To put it another way, analysis of

covariance allows the researcher to study the performance
of several groups which are unequal with regard to an important variable as though they were equal in this respect.

To illustrate, in the previous example it vjould be

possible to equate statistically the intelligence levels
of the groups taught by teachers with varying degrees of
sewing knowledge and then to view any mean differences
that resulted as though the groups had been equivalent in
intellectual ability (9:223).
The model for the experimental design is taken from
Gage (40:176) and uses a uniform code together with a
graphic presentation to describe its distinctive features.
An X represents the exposure of a group to an experimental
variable (students taught using transparencies, tapes, and
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the educational packet), the effects of which were measured.

An 0 represents some process of observation or

measurement.

Small x is used to designate experimental

sections and small c is used to designate control sections.
A descriptive formula of the design is provided below:

X

Ox-|_ X

0x2

Ocj^

Oc2

- Treatment

Oxn - Observations (pre-test, post-test, and rating
scale,) applied to Experimental Section 1,
0x2 ~ Observations (pre-test, post-test, and rating
scale,) applied to Experimental Section 2,
Oc-j_ - Observations (pre-test, post-test, and rating
scale,) applied to Control Section 1,
Oc2 - Observations (pre-test, post-test, and rating
scale,) applied to Control Section 2.
The data gathered were punched on computer cards and
statistical analyses were made by the personnel of the
computer center using the IBM 360 computer at the Computer
Center, Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
The data collected in the study were analyzed to determine the relative effectiveness of two methods of teaching the unit of instruction, pattern alterations.
methods compared were:

The

(l) the presentation of pattern

alterations using transparencies (experimental group), and
(2) the presentation of pattern alterations using the conventional lecture-demonstration method (control group).
The experimental group, section 1, consisted of 14 students, experimental group, section 2, consisted of 13 students, giving a total of 27 while control group, section
1, consisted of 12 students and control group, section 2,
consisted of l6 students, with a total of 28,
Statistical analysis of the collected data vjas used
to determine the tenability of the selected hypotheses of
the study.

The data collected from the subjects partici-

pating in the study x^ere punched on cards and computations
were made by the Computer Center, as stated in Chapter III,
The null hypotheses of no significant difference x^ere rejected at the 5 pei" cent level,
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Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted during the fall semester
of 1968, prior to the major study.

The purpose of the pi-

lot study xvas to determine student reaction to the use of
transparencies in teaching pattern alteration techniques.
Students participating in the pilot study were volunteers
from two classes of Clothing and Textiles I3I at Texas
Technological College, Lubbock, Texas.

Multiple overlays

were used to teach tv.'o pattern alteration techniques in
the blouse area.

Follox-fing the instruction using multi-

ple overlays a questionnaire was administered to the students participating in the pilot study to determine the
effectiveness of the overhead projector in demonstrating
pattern alterations.

Although the questionnaire was a

simple opinionaire, xvritten in the positive, the findings
indicated a favorable acceptance of the pilot study.
(See Table l)
Comparisons of The Starting Achievement Level
The starting achievement level of the subjects participating in the study vjas checked statistically to determine if there vjere any significant differences.

The grade

point average, age, classification, sewing experience, and
degree of initial familiarization with the subject matter
(pre-test) were examined.

A comparison of the means and

standard deviations of these five variables of the
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TABLE 1
STUDENT REACTION TO OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES
IN PILOT STUDY

o

student Reaction

°
>i

u
<l)

>

1,

Have you been exposed to this kind
of visual aid before?

7

r^
tf

<D
-P
<M

o

^
o

!H

H
0)
U3

!>
o

•d

9

6

10 l4

2

(D

a

4

2,

Were the alteration steps clear?

3,

Were the instructions on the transparencies clearly stated?

4 17

4

1

VJere the color contrasts used in
each step helpful?

7

9

4

6

After viewing the transparencies,
do you feel confident that you
could perform this alteration?

20

6

Do you believe the alteration instructions presented using transparencies are more effective than
the conventional methods?

15

9

1

1

4,
5,

6,
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subjects participating in the study is presented in
Table 2.
The technique of analysis of covariance vjas used to
test the significance of the difference betvv'een the experimental and the control groups in terms of understanding
of alteration techniques on selected alterations as measured by the pre-test.

A summary of the results is pre-

sented in Table 3.
Table 3 reveals that a value of F=2.59 was obtained.
Using the allowed degrees of freedom, the F value indicated no significant difference.

Therefore, the differ-

ence in the mean scores of the four groups on the pre-test
xvas not significant at the 5 pei* cent level.

The assump-

tion that the four groups x\'ere not significantly different
in terms of understanding of alteration techniques as measured by the pre-test vjas validated.

The null hypotheses,

"There would be no significant difference between the experimental groups and the control groups in the understanding of alteration techniques, on selected alterations,
as tested by a pre-test, " xvas accepted.
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Comparison of E:cecution of
Alteration Techniques
The execution of alteration techniques was measured by
a rating scale developed for judging blouses constructed by
the students.

The panel of five rated the garments.

A com-

parison of the mean scores, standard deviations, and t values of the rating scale for the four sections are presented
in Table 4,
Table 4 reveals that no significant t values were obtained ;\'hen comparing the mean scores obtained on the rating scale by the four groups.

Therefore, the second null

hypothesis, "There v/ould be no significant differences between the experimental groups and the control groups in
the execution of alteration techniques, on selected alterations, as tested by the rating scale," was accepted.
Comparisons of The Mean Gain Scores
A comparison v;as made of the mean gain scores of the
experimental and the control groups.

The means of the pre-

test and post-test v;ere calculated and the difference betxveen these tvio scores represented the mean gain score.
A summary of these data is presented in Table V.
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Table 5 Includes the means and standard deviations of
the pre-test and post-test which were administered at the
beginning and at the end of the course.
The third hypothesis stated that, "There would be no
significant difference between the experimental groups and
the control groups in the retention of alteration techniques which were presented and later tested by a posttest, " was rejected.

The test of this hypothesis was the

technique of analysis of covariance used as a test of the
significance of the differences betvjeen the mean gain
scores of the experimental and the control groups.

The

pre-test mean scores of the experimental sections were
lower than those of the control sections.

The pre-test

mean score of the experimental sections vias 64.27 while
the pre-test mean score of the control sections was 67.47.
The results of the post-test revealed a reversal in which
the mean score 74.29 of the experimental sections vjas
greater than the mean score of 68.94 for the control sections.

The mean gain score of 10.02 for the experimental

sections was significantly greater than the mean gain score
of 1.47 for the control sections.

This resulted in a sig-

nificant gain of 8.55 by the experimental group when compared with the control group.
presented in Table 6.

A summary of the results is
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The F ratio required for significance with 1 and 54
degrees of freedom associated X'dth the numerator and the
denominator, respectively, is 4.04 at the 5 per cent
level and 7.19 at the 1 per cent level.
that a value of F=19.02 vjas obtained.

Table 6 reveals

Using the alloxved

degrees of freedom, the F value was significant at better
than the 1 per cent level.
sis was rejected.

Therefore, the null hypothe-

.It was concluded that there x^'as a sig-

nificant difference betv;een the experimental groups and
the control groups in the retention of alteration techniques as measured by the mean gain score.
Further analysis of the data in Table 5, revealed
that the mean gain scores x-jere greater for the experimental group.

It may be inferred that the method of teaching

pattern alteration techniques using overhead treinsparency
projectuals produced greater mean gain scores than did
the conventional lecture demonstration method.

Relationships Between the Variables
The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient
as described by Doxvnie and Heath (29:78-86) was used to
test the relationships betxveen the variables of the study.
Hypothesis four stated that, "There x-jould be no interaction between independent variables themselves nor
betxveen the results of the tests designed to measure
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understanding, execution and retention."

A summary of the

correlations between the variables, is presented in Table 7.
Table 7 reveals that a value of r = .37 vrns obtained
between grade point average and classification.

Using the

allox'.'ed degrees of freedom, this r value x-jas significant
at the 1 per cent level.

A value of r = .64 was obtained

betvjeen age and classification.

Using the allowed degrees

of freedom, this r value was significant at the 1 per cent
level,

A value of r = .28 v;as obtained betvjeen age and

sewing experience.

Using the allowed degrees of freedom,

this r value was significant at the 5 per cent level.

A

value of r = .27 v/as obtained betx^ieen the post-test score
and age.

Using the alloxved degrees of freedom, this r

value X'jas significant at the 5 pei" cent level.

All other

values of r for comparison of the variables v/ere not significant.

Eighteen comparisons between variables xirere

made and of this number four comparisons vjere significant.
Therefore, the hypothesis, "There vjould be no interaction
between independent variables themselves nor between the
results of the tests designed to measure understanding,
execution and retention, " vias accepted with the exceptions noted X'/here four correlations were significant.

It

may be inferred that there xvas relatively minor interaction betv;een the variables of the study.
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Evaluation of Half-Scale
Pattern Alterations
The students in the experimental groups performed pattern alterations on eight half-scale patterns in the educational packet as described in Chapter III.

The panel

of five judges evaluated the half-scale patterns executed
by the students.

Kendall's coefficient of concordance

(29:209) was the test selected to determine the agreement
of the experts ratings of the pattern alterations.

A sum-

mary of the judges evaluations are presented in Table 8.
Table 8 revealed a value of xv = .03 v;as obtained.
Referring to the tables of Dox-mie and Heath (29:315)
m = 5 and N = 27; the coefficient of concordance vjas not
significant at the 20 per cent level.

Therefore, it may

be inferred that the judges vjere not significantly in
agreement in their evaluation of the half-scale patterns.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Oo

Nummary

The purpose of this study xvas to determine if there
x«;as a significant difference in the understanding, execution, and retention of selected pattern alteration techniques using overhead transparency projectuals compared
to other methods of presentation not using overhead transparency projectuals.
The alteration techniques selected for use in the
study are those techniques commonly used in clothing construction classes in the Department of Clothing and Textiles, Texas Technological College.

After the multiple

overlay transparencies xvere prepared, they v/ere reviewed
by the instructors of clothing courses in the Department
of Clothing and Textiles and approveci for use.
Fifty-five students in four Clothing and Textile I31
classes at Texas Technological College, participated in
the study.

Tx\ro classes (experimental group, section 1

and experimental section 2) vjere presented pattern alteration techniques using overhead transparencies.
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Two
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classes (control group section 1 and control" section 2)
xvere presented pattern alteration techniques vathout the
use of overhead transparencies.
During the preparation for the study, transparencies,
taped scripts, pre-test, post-test, educational packet,
rating scale and check lists x-jere developed.

A pilot

study (Chapter III) x^ras also conducted during the first
stages of the development of the study for the purpose of
student reaction and evaluation of the transparencies used
to present alteration techniques.

After careful prepara-

tion of the media and testing instruments the actual presentation began.

It consisted of the presentation of

pattern alteration techniques using the experimental method
and the control method, in order to investigate the achievement of the students in terms of understanding, execution
and retention.

The students vjere administered a pre-test

at the beginning of the course and post-test at the completion of the course.

Students in the experimental groups

completed pattern alterations on half-scale patterns (part
III pre-test) in an educational packet and these alterations X'^jere rated by the panel of five experts.

The grade

point average, age, classification (Freshman, Sophomore,
Junior or Senior), and years of sex^ring experience of the
subjects x-;ere examined.

Both groups of students con-

structed blouses after receiving instruction in pattern
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alteration techniques and their completed garments were
evaluated by the panel of experts as a measure of execution.

The panel used the Rating Scale for judging blouses.
The collected data from the subjects participating in

the study were analyzed concerning the mean gain score,
retention, execution and interaction betv,feen the respective variables Investigated.

The analysis of covariance,

Fisher t. test, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient and Kendall's coefficient of concordance tests x<;ere
used during the statistical investigation.

The x^iter

examined the hypotheses in the light of the findings and
found that hypotheses one, tx^io and four vjere accepted,
however hypotheses three X'jas rejected.
Findings
The major findings resulting from the study vjere:
1.

There v;ere no significant differences betx-jeen

the experimental sections one and tx'jo, and the control
sections one and tvjo in terms of initial familiarization
vjith pattern alteration techniques as measured in a pretest. (Table 3)
2.

There x-zere no significant differences between

the experim-ental group and the control group in terms of
application of pattern alteration techniques on blouses
constructed by the subjects as evaluated on the rating
scale by the panel.
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3.

The experimental sections demonstrated signifi-

cantly higher retention as measured by the mean gain score
vjhich vjas obtained by subtracting the mean score of the
pre-test from the mean score of the post-test.

This was

significant at the one per cent level,
4.

There vjas relatively minor significant interac-

tion betx\'een the variables investigated in the study.
Eighteen comparisons betvjeen variables x^-ere made but only
four comparisons v;ere significant.

These x\'ere:

a.

Grade point average xvith classification

b.

Age vjlth classification

c.

Age X'jith sewing experience

d.

Post-test v.dth age

In addition, an investigation of the ratings of halfscale patterns executed by the experimental groups revealed that the judges xvere not significantly in agreement
in their evaluation.
Conclusions
The major conclusions based upon the findings of this
study are:
1.

The presentation of pattern alteration techniques

using overhead transparencies is a very effective method
for use X'dth this unit of instruction.
2.

The execution of pattern alteration techniques

may not be effectively measured by a rating of garments
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constructed by the students because environmental and instructional variables tend to influence the quality and
appearance of the garment.
3-

The findings in this study tend to indicate that

grade point average, age, classification (Freshman, Sophomore, Junior or Senior) and years of sewing experience
should not be used as a predictor of success in pattern
alteration techniques.
Recommendations
One of the purposes of this study was to investigate
the possibility of increasing the understanding, execution and retention of pattern alteration techniques
through the use of media.
The follox'jing suggestions and recommendations are
made based upon the findings of this studyi
1.

It is recommended that the unit of instruction

in pattern alteration techniques be presented using overhead transparencies and a taped script.
2.

It is recommended that the educational packet be

used concurrently v;ith the overhead transparencies and
the taped script which gives step by step instructions.
3.

It is recommended that this method of presenting

pattern alteration techniques be tested in adult education classes.
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4,

It is recommended that overhead transparencies

and a taped script be used to present pattern alteration
as well as other xmits of instruction in the clothing and
textiles curriculum,
5,

It is recommended that the rating scale for both

the half-scale alterations and the appearance of the finished product be further refined.
6,

The writer recommends that further evaluation of

presenting pattern alteration techniques using transparencies, taped script and educational packet, be made using
revised and expanded versions of the pre-test and the posttest,
7,

The vficiter recommends that an experienced faculty

member in the Department of Clothing and Textiles also be
a media specialist, and conduct or supervise media presentations within the department.
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APPENDIX A
Instructions for Teacher Giving Test
(to be read to the students)
The test that you are being given today is part of
a graduate research study.
The results of this test plus a post-test, to be
given in six weeks, vjill be used in determining part of
your progress grade in clothing and textiles I3I.
Write your name, age, age x^hen you began to sew,
classification and major at the top of page 1.

Read the

directions at the top of test page 1 and complete this
section.

Then read the directions on test page 9 and

complete that section.
Read each question carefully before answering.
Answer all of the questions.

Do not skip questions.

When you complete your test, raise your hand and
the instructor vjill take your paper.
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APPENDIX B
Name

Age

Classification

;

Age when you began to sew_
Major

Principles of Pattern Selection and Alteration
Part I:

Multiple Choice

Directions: Select the one correct ansvier to the following questions by circling the number in front of the correct ansx'jer.
1.

\-Jhen you select a pattern, special consideration
should be given to design or style of the garment in
relation to which of the following?

2,

1.

individual measurements

2.

individual coloring

3,

individual preference

4,

cost of pattern

l\/hen purchasing your pattern the size that you purchase should correspond as nearly as possible to which
of the follox^ing?
1,

sales persons recommendation

2,

your body measurements

3.

an old garment

4.

size you think you are
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3.

Patterns are made to fit different figure shapes,
xvhich of the following terms classifies these?

4.

1.

size

2.

category

3.

type

4.

division

Misses',

junior p e t i t e s , , and h a l f - s i z e p a t t e r n s i z e s

are based on which of the follov-iing?

5.

6.

1.

age

2.

posture

3.

height and body proportions

4.

weight

Girls' patterns are for v-jhich of the folloK'ing?
1.

small imm.ature figure

2.

girls in their early teens

3.

all types of figures

4.

large mature figure

Sub teen, teen and nevj sizing young junior teen patterns fit vjhich of these?
1.

figure with fitting problems

2.

most figure types

3.

adolescent girls

4.

slightly developed figure

66.
7.

Misses' patterns have the largest selection of patterns and are described as vjhich of the following
figure types?

8.

1.

average

2.

mature

3.

underdeveloped

4.

half size

If none of the available pattern sizes matches your
body measurements which pattern size should you select?

9-

1.

nearest your size

2.

a basic size

3.

size 12

4.

junior teen

Much of the success in garment construction depends on
which of the following?

10,

1.

accurate measurements

2.

pattern selection

3.

design of garment

4.

enthusiasm of student

Before the pattern is purchased body measurements
should be taken to determine which of the following?
1,

correct pattern size

2.

your body proportion

3.

type of pattern

4,

x-jhere to enlarge pattern
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11.

After the pattern has been purchased, the pattern
pieces should be measured and compared with corresponding body measurements to determine which of the
following?

12.

1.

if pattern alterations need to be made

2.

change in style

3.

possible mistakes by pattern company

4.

straight of grain

All body measurements should be taken over which of
the following?

13.

1.

undergarments to be worn xMlth the garment

2.

over a favorite dress that fits

3.

over a basic dress that fits

4.

over slacks and a blouse

Slashing a line and separating two sections accomplishes which of the following?

14.

1.

lengthens

2.

shortens

3.

relocates

4.

rearranges

Double lines given on certain pattern pieces (bodice,
skirt, sleeve) indicating where the pattern should
be adjusted to lengthen or shorten before cutting
are called which of the folloxA;ing?
1,

dotted lines

2.

alteration lines
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15.

3.

designer lines

4.

grain lines

A blouse unit or the top part of a dress, is called
which of the following?

16.

1.

bodice

2,

chemise

3.

top unit

4,

shirtxvaist

A line indicated on the pattern pieces that should be
in the middle of the body is called x^'hich of the following?

17.

1.

center front, center back line

2.

fold or pleat line

3.

middle or center location line

4.

core or heart line

A too-snug fit makes the body appear as which of the
follox^fing?

18.

1.

larger

2.

smaller

3.

petite

4.

average

A X'jaistline cinched in to fit a tiny waist makes the
hips appear as which of the following?
1.

smaller

2.

larger
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19.

3-

more attractive

4,

no visable change

The principle of proportion in alteration of patterns
is which one of the following considerations in pattern alteration?

20.

1.

is of major importance

2,

is of minor importance

3.

need not be considered

4,

relatively unimportant

The correct x^jay to choose the pattern size which is
right for you is to choose the one that requires
which of the following?

21.

1,

requires least amount of alteration

2,

requires a bust alteration

3,

requires a hip alteration

4,

requires several alterations

The difference between your body measurements and the
garment measurements at the same place is called which
of these?
1.

room for articulation

2.

amount of ease

3.

amount of fullness

4.

difference between the two
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22.

If your pattern requires too much alteration, which
of the folloxMlng statements might describe your
problem?

23.

1.

the style or size is xs'rong

2.

need to reduce

3.

need to improve posture

4.

should have chosen misses' size

One simple way to check for correct fit is to pin
major parts of your pattern together, and then look
at your pattern picture to see if you have accomplished which of the following?

24.

1.

achieved the intended effect

2.

chosen the right fabric

3.

established grain lines

4.

matched the plaids

Diagonal wrinkles occur vjhen dress has which of the
follox^jing characteristics?

25.

1.

too tight

2.

off grain

3.

too full

4.

cut on the bias

To increase pattern vjhich of the follox^jing must be
done?
1.

slash and spread

2.

cut and tape
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26.

3.

cut and fold

4.

slash and lap

To decrease a portion of the pattern which of the
following must be done?

27.

1.

restore original grainline

2.

slash perpendicular line

3.

slash and lap

4.

none of the above

I^'hlch of the follovjing is the proper way to measure
a pattern to determine if pattern needs any alterations?

28.

1.

from edge to edge

2.

from seam line to seam line

3.

from dart to dart

4.

from grain line to grain line

How Vv'ould you perform alterations on a half-scale
pattern?

29.

1.

as simple and quickly as possible

2.

exactly the same as the full scale pattern

3.

eliminate one or two steps

4.

ask a friend how the instructor x-jants it done

I'/hich of the following is the amount of ease alloxved
for the bust in the nex^j sizing, misses' patterns?
1.

four inches

2.

three inches
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30.

3.

tvjo times the amount allowed in old sizing

4.

the amount needed for easy movement

VJhich of the following is the amount of ease alloxA?ed
for the waist in all types of patterns for new sizing?

31.

1.

one inch

2.

two inches

3.

three inches

4.

four inches

Which of the following is the amount of ease allowed
for the hips in misses' patterns vdth new sizing?

32.

1.

two

2.

tx'jo and one-half

3.

three and one-half

4.

none of the above

l^lhich of the following is the amount of ease allowed
for all sizes in back v;alst length?

33"

1.

one-forth inch

2.

one-eighth inch

3.

one inch

4.

one-sixteenth inch

If there is a shoulder dart on the bodice back and an
alteration has been made for square shoulders, which
of the following should be done before redraxving
the shoulder line?
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1.

slash diagonally

2.

fold in dart

3.

redraw dart

4.

tape dart flat
Part II: Problem Solving

Directions:

Choose the alteration from the diagrams at

the left of the page vjhich will correct the fitting problem described at the right of the page.

There are eight

diagrams from which to make your choice on the following
pages.

Be sure to view all the diagrams before making

your choice.

Place the number of the alteration in the

appropriate blank.

34,.

_When Alice measured her
pattern bodice length
she discovered the pattern was 1 1/2" longer
in front and back than
her body measurements.

35.

_Mary needs to make a new
blouse for her wardrobe.
Her bust measurement is
2" more than her pattern
measurement.

(1)
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(2)

36,

^Betty has- round shoulders. Her bodice measurement in the back
is 1 1/2" longer than
the bodice front measurement.

37.

_Sue's bodice length
measurement in the
front band back is
1" shorter than her
pattern measurement,

38..

_The armseye seams in
Mary's blouse pull
tovjard the back and
xvrinkles form below
the back neckline.

39.

_The armseye seam
droops over the top
of the arm
and x^nrinkles form
over the shoulder in
Carol's blouse.

(3)

(4)
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(5)

40.

_Jean's xvaistline measurement is 2" more than her
pattern measurement.

41.

_Wrinkles form diagonally
from the shoulders toward
the bust and the armhole
seams are tight under the
arms in Mary's blouse.

42.

_The top of the sleeve is
too high on the shoulder
of Ann's blouse.

^3.,

_The shoulder seam on
Carol's pattern measures
1/2" less than her personal measurement.

44.

^The bodice is too short
at the side seams on
Betty's pattern, and diagonal xvrinkles form from
the shoulder toward
bust and shoulder blades.

(6)

(7)

(8)

APPENDIX C
Transparencies
The transparencies were prepared in two parts.

The

content of Part I was used to give the student the needed
background understanding of the xvork they vjould be doing.
These transparencies concerned these topics:
1,

Comparison of Figure Types

2,

The New Ease in a Basic Fitted Garment

3,

Locations for Taking Body Measurements

4,

Locations for Taking Pattern Measurements

The content of Part II gave the student pattern alteration techniques.

Eight different pattern alteration

techniques in the blouse area X';ere adapted to multiple
overlay overhead transparency projectuals.

These projec-

tuals x-jere used to instruct the experimental groups in
pattern alteration techniques.
The pattern alterations were as follows:
1,

Lengthening Bodice Front and Back

2,

Shortening Bodie Front and Back

3,

Altering Bodice Back for Roxinded Shoulders

4,

Lengthening and Shortening the Shoulder Seam

5,

Alteration for Sloping Shoulders
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6,

Alteration for Square Shoulders

7,

Increasing Bodice Front for Full Bust

8,

Increasing Waistline of Bodice

The copies of the transparencies are filed in the
library office at the Texas Technological College Library,
Lubbock, Texas,

The copies are released only by special

permission from the School of Home Economics, Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas,

APPENDIX D
Script for Presenting Pattern
Alteration Techniques
The subject of the follovdng lecture is pattern alteration techniques.
The most perfectly constructed garment xMill fail to
compliment the xvearer if it does not fit well.

It should

lie smoothly over the body curves with the side seams perpendicular to the floor.

It should have sufficient ease

to permit freedom of movement and to provide comfort when
sitting, stooping, x^;alking, and reaching.
It is important to learn to recognize fitting needs
and to make the required alterations.

The more careful

the pattern alteration, the less fitting problems the student will ultimately encounter when constructing a garment.

First of all I would like to introduce to you the

four basic steps necessary to accomplish successfully
Pattern Alteration Techniques.
Step 1.

Buy the right size pattern.

Step 2.

Measurements needed for checking pattern.

Step 3.

Compare pattern measurements x\'ith yours.

Step 4.

How to alter patterns.

We vjill now discuss these in the order in which they
vjere given.

„o
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Part I
Topic No. 1, Buy The Eight Size Patterns
V/hen you select a pattern, consideration should be
given to the design or style of the garment in relation to
your individual measurements and body proportions.

The

style should be becoming to you and the pattern type and
size should correspond to your body measurements as nearly
as possible.
There are several types and sizes of patterns.

The

patterns are sized to fit various figure types as you will
see on the transparency.
in its relative size.

Notice as I point to each type

They are designed for a size, not

an age, and are available in Girls, Sub-teens, Teens, Nexv
size Young Junior-teen, Junior Petites, Juniors, Misses,
Half-sizes, and Women's sizes.
1.

Girls' patterns are for the small, immature figure x^ith a small amount of bustline fitting, and
are relatively short from shoulder to waist.

2.

Sub-teen. Teen, and Nevj sizing young Junior-teen
patterns, fit the slightly developed figure and
the patterns are shorter from shoulder to x-jaist
than Misses' patterns,

3.

Junior petite patterns are for the well proportioned petite figure.
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4.

Junior patterns are for vjell proportioned shorter
X'jaisted figxires.

5.

Misses' patterns are for the average figure; therefore, the largest selection of patterns is found
in this type,

6.

Half-size patterns fit the short, mature figure
X'dth a low bust line.

They are shorter x-jaisted

and larger in the hip and waist than Misses' patterns.
7.

Women's patterns are for the larger, matxrre figure.

When buying a pattern, determine the cor-

rect size and type by comparing your body measurements vdth a chart of basic pattern measurements.
This chart can usually be found in the back of
the pattern book.
\-Jhen selecting your pattern, compare your measurements
vjith the sizes on the Body Measurement Chart.

Use your

bust measurement to buy a blouse, dress, or coat pattern.
Use your hip measurement to determine the pattern size you
x-jill need for slacks or a separate skirt, because it is
easier to alter X'jalst than hip size.
Since patterns are available in different figure
types, it is possible to purchase a pattern that requires
few alterations.

If none of the available pattern sizes

matches your body measurements, select the size that is
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nearest and make the necessary alterations.

Since the

most difficult alterations are in the upper chest area,
purchase a pattern xvhich fits this part of the body.
We must also consider pattern allowances for ease.
If a pattern states that it fits a 34 inch bust, it does
not mean that this is the measurement of the pattern or
the finished garment.

All patterns have "ease" which is

the extra amount that is put into the garment to make it
comfortable to live in, sit, stand, stretch, or vjalk in.
Ease is also important for giving an attractive, becoming
fit.

Another factor affecting ease is the fullness nec-

essary to give a particular fashion look; for instance, a
tent dress has more ease than a fitted sheath, but a lownecked eveningdress will have less ease.
Nev; sizing patterns have less ease than the former
sizing.

This vi&s reduced because of a change in the ac-

cepted fashion fit—garments fit closer to the body now
than they did v/hen former sizing standards were set.

For

example, former sizing patterns have 4 inches of ease at
the bustline, vjhile new sizing patterns have only three
Inches of ease at the bust line.
The folloxving measurements indicate the ease found
in a basic fitted garment in "New Sizing."
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For the Bust

about 2 5/8" in Girls' patterns;
3" in Misses', Junior, Junior petite, and Young Junior-Teen;
4" in Half size patterns; and
4 1/2" in Women's sizes.

For the Waist
In the Hip Area

about 1" in all pattern types
- about 2" in Young Junior-teen patterns;
2 1/2" in Misses'. Half size,
Junior Petite, Junior, and
Girls' patterns;
3" in Women's sizes.

For Back Waist Length
about 1/8" in all types.
Fabric choice the style of the garment and personal
comfort and taste all contribute to the way ease is utilized.
New Sizing patterns can.be identified in the pattern
catalog by this symbol.

Topic No. 2, Measurements Needed for Checking Pattern
Much of the success in garment construction depends
upon accurate measurements.

Before the pattern is pur-

chased, body measurements should be taken to determine
the correct pattern size.

After the pattern has been
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purchased, the pattern pieces should be measured and compared vjith your corresponding body measurements to determine the alterations to be made on the pattern before the
garment is cut.
All body measurements are taken over the undergarments to be worn x^ith the garments.

Another person is

needed to take these measurements.

Areas to be measured

for the blouse area are numbered in the transparencies.
Before body measurements are taken, a cord or tape
should be fastened around the waist and left on until all
measurements have been completed.

In addition place a

cord around the neck and mark Center Front and Center
Back.

On either side of the neck place a dot directly be-

low the bone in back of the ear.

Now place your pencil,

from this dot at the neck, along the crest of the shoulder, and then move the outer end of the pencil back 1/4"
to 1/2", depending on the curve of the shoulder.

This is

moved at the outer end so that the shoulder seam will not
show in the front.
Next place a rubber band around the armseye, having
it touch two points of articulation on the tip of the
shoulder.

Draw an ark across the top of the shoulder

along the edge of the elastic band and continue straight
down the armseye, marking along the line of the rubber
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band back and front 1/3 of the distance.

The accuracy of

several measurements depends upon these measurements being
exact.
On the transparencies you xvill be shovm where and
how to take your body measurements,
1.

Bust,

Measure over the fullest part of the bust.

2.

Center front bodice length.

Measure the center

front from the base of the neck to the xvaistline.
3.

Bust length, over bust.

Measure from middle of

the shoulder line over crest of bust straight
down to v/aistline,
4.

Center back bodice length.

Measure the center

back from the base of the neck to the waistline,
5.

Back' shoulder width.

Four inches belovj the base

of the neck at the center back (thorasic vertebra)
measure the distance from armhole to armhole,
keeping the tape parallel to the floor and the
arms relaxed at the side,
6.

Shoulder length, neck to arm socket.

Measure

the shoulder length from the base of the neck to
the arm socket.
7.

Upper arm circumference.

With the arm bent, mea-

sure around the fullest part of the arm above the
elbow.
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8.

Arm length, shoulder to elboxv.

With the arm

bent, measure from the arm socket to the point of
the elbow,
9.

Arm length, shoulder to wrist.

With the arm

bent, measure from the arm socket over the elbow
to the wrist bone.
10,

V'aist circum.ference.

Measure around the wrist

below the wrist bone,
11,

Waist circumference.

Measure around the wait.

Compare Pattern Measurements With Yours
Before measuring the pattern, press all pieces,
blouse front and back, and sleeve, so they lie flat.

If

there are marks for darts, tucks, or pleats, pin these
in and measure over them.

Then measure from seam line

to seam line (except on the long sleeve as shovm on the
transparency).
Remember that on most pattern pieces, you are measuring just half the finished garment.

For example, you

measure half the blouse front and half the blouse back,
so twice these measurements should correspond to the entire bust measurements plus allowance for ease.
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To take pattern measurements:

simply measure the follow-

ing:
A.

Blouse length, center front--Measure from neck
to waistline, along center-front line,

B.

Blouse length, over bust—Measure from middle of
shoulder line seam straight doxm to waistline,
t

C.

Chest Width—Measure from armhole seam line to
center front, 6 inches below shoulder seam at
neckline,

D.

Shoulder length—Measure a plain or darted front
between seam lines.

If front is gathered, mea-

sure back shoulder line,
E.

Bust front—Measure between center front and
side-seam lines, 2 inches below armhole seam
line,

F.

Bust back—Measure betx-jeen center back and sideseam lines, 2 inches below armhole seam line,

G.

Blouse length, center back—Measure from neck
seam line to xvaistline along center back.

H.

Blouse length, over shoulder blades—Measure
from middle of shoulder seam line to waistline.

If body measurements plus allowance for ease differ
only slightly from the pattern measurements, the needed
adjustments can probably be made after the garment is
basted together.

If there is considerable difference in
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the measurements, the pattern should be altered before the
garment is cut out.

After a dress is cut out, shoulders

cannot be narrowed or widened satisfactorily without spoiling the armhole line—the bust cannot be enlarged more
than the seam width permits, and considerable recutting
will be necessary if the bust measurement is much too
large.
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Part II
Topic 4.

Pattern Alterations for Common Fitting Problems

Before we look at hox^j to execute an alteration,
there are some terms which we must understand.

These

terms are "slash and spread," "slash and lap," and "folded
pleat. "
How to Alter Patterns
Alterations are made usually by the "slash and
spread" method to increase the pattern, and the "slash
and lap" or the "folded pleat" method to decrease the
pattern.

The use of these methods provides a permanently

altered pattern which can be used again and again.
Alteration problem No, 1.
To Lengthen the bodice;
Step 1,

Slash both front and back bodice patterns
above the waistline (a to b ) .

Step 2,

Spread the pattern to full amount of the
needed increase in length.

Step 3.

Correct the side seam by folding in the
dart and redrawing the line from the armhole to the waistline.

Step 4,

Correct the stitching line of waistline
darts.
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Alteration problem No. 2
To shorten the bodice;
Step 1.

Draw two parallel lines across both front
and back bodice patterns, above the waistline, perpendicular to the straight of fabric line, making the space betvjeen the parallel lines equal to the amount the bodice
should be shortened.

Step 2.

Fold and secure the amount to be shortened
into a tuck pleat (a to b).

Step 3.

Correct the side seams by folding in the
dart and drawing a new seam line from the
armhole to the waistline.

Step 4.

Correct the stitching line of the waistline darts.

Alteration problem No. 3.
Altering the Bodice Back for Roimded Shoulders
If armholes pull toward the back, if x^rrinkles form
beloxir the back neckline, and if the bodice is too short
in the center back the pattern may need to be altered for
the round shouldered figure.
Step 1,

Starting at a point 4 or 5 inches below the
center back neckline, draw a line to the
armhole seam at right angles to the center
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line (a to b).

Slash to but not through

the armhole seam line.
Step 2.

From the midpoint of the shoulder seam,
slash diagonally to but not through the horizontal slash (c to d).

If there is a

shoulder dart, slash through the center of
the dart.
Step 3.

Spread the horizontal slash the amount needed
to lengthen the center back of the bodice,
as indicated on your personal measurement
chart,

Step 4.

Restore the center line by spreading the
diagonal slash.

Draw a shoulder dart to re-

store the original shoulder length.

If the

spread creates a dart more than 1/2 inch
wide at the shoulder seam, make a second
dart or ease the seam line to fit the front
shoulder seam.
Alteration problem No. 4
Lengthening and Shortening the Shoulder Seam
If the armhole seam droops over the top of the arm
or if ivrinkles form over the shoulder, the shoulder seam
is too long.

If the top of the sleeve is too high on the

shoulder, the shoulder seam is too short.

The shoulder
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length measurement on your personal measurement chart
should indicate any needed alteration in shoulder length.
Since any error made in this alteration would be difficult
to correct on the garment, the body measurement should be
rechecked before cutting.
Step 1.

Starting 2 inches from the armhole edge of
the shoulder seam, slash both front and back
patterns diagonally to the armhole seam line
just above the notch (a to b).

Step 2.

Spread the slash to make the shoulder seam
the desired length.

Step 3.

Correct the shoulder line by drawing a new
seam line from the neck to the armhole.

If

there is a shoulder dart, fold in the dart
before redrawing the shoulder line.
Alteration problem No, 5To alter for sloping shoulders:
If wrinkles form from the tip of the shoulder seam
at the neckline diagonally to the armhole and the armhole
ripples, the shoulder seam should have a greater slope.
When making this alteration, it is necessary to adjust
the lower armhole area as well as the shoulder to maintain the correct armhole size.
Step 1.

Starting 1 1/2 to 2 inches from the outer
edge of the shoulder seam, both front and
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back, slash parallel to the center line to a
point just below the armhole seam (a to b).
Step 2.

At right angles to the vertical slash, fold
a pleat (b to c) exactly one-half the amount
needed to lov;er the shoulder seam at the top
of the armhole.

Step 3.

Correct the shoulder line by drawing a new
seam line from the neck to the armhole.

If

there is a shoulder dart, fold in the dart
before redrawing the shoulder line.
Alteration problem No. 6,
To alter for square shoulders;
If wrinkles form diagonally from the shoulders toward
the bust and/or center back, if the armhole seams are
tight under the arms, and if the bodice is too short at
the side seams, the pattern should be altered for square
shoulders.
The armholes area should be raised to adjust the pattern, as follows;
Step 1,

Starting 1 1/2 to 2 inches from the armhole
edge of the shoulder seam, both front and
back, slash parallel to the center line
from the shoulder seam to a point just below the armhole seam (a to b).
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Step 2,

Make a second slash perpendicular to the
vertical slash through the side seam (b to
c).

Step 3.

Spread from b to c the amount needed to
raise the shoulder tip to alter for the
square shoulders.

Step 4,

Correct the shoulder line by drawing a new
seam line from the neck to the armhole.

If

there is a shoulder dart, fold in the dart
before redrawing the shoulder line.
Alteration problem No. 7.
To increase waistline of the bodice;
Step 1,

Starting on the waistline at a point 2
inches from the side seam, slash diagonally
to the Intersection of the armhole seam and
the side seam (a to b).

Step 2.

Spread at a the needed amount.

If the to-

tal increase is more than 1 1/2 inches, decrease the width of the v;aistline darts for
the balance of the waistline increase.
Step 3.

Correct the waistline seam by folding in
the waistline dart and redrawing the seam
line of the side section from c to d.
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Step 4.

If the diagonal slash has cut through an underarm dart, redraxv the dart stitching line.

Alteration problem No, 8,
Increasing bodice front for full bust:
If bust and waist grain lines swing up toward center
front, bodice front is too short, if blouse pulls and is
tight across the front; a full bust alteration is needed.
Step 1,

Measure in 1" from tip of underarm dart,
and draw a large dot at (a).

Step 2,

Starting at the intersection of the waistline seam with the underarm seam, slash a
curving line from b through dot a to point
£ at the intersection of the shoulder seam
with the armhole seam.

Step 3.

Spread at point a the desired amount.

Step 4.

Make additional slashes toward the xmderarm
seam lines, such as those at d, e., and £,
and lap until that section of the pattern
lies flat.

It may be necessary to cut

through the corner of the pattern at b when
the amount spread at a is unusually large.
Then adjustments will be necessary in side
and waistline seams.
The alteration techniques which you have just seen,
were developed in an attempt to help you, the student,
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understand and remember the basic principles needed for
the execution of alteration techniques.
In preparation for altering full scale patterns you
will be given eight half-scale patterns to alter.

On

these half-scale patterns we shall make the eight alterations which you have just observed.

APPENDIX E
Script for Use with Altering Half Scale
Patterns. Part III
(Pre-test Clothing and Textiles)
(Each step of the selected alteration technique
will be projected as the alteration is performed,
using the overhead projector with transparencies.
This script has been recorded on tape and the
narration reads as follows:)
On your desk you will find a folder.

Write your name,

date, and section number on the pink label located on the
front of the folder.

Inside the folder there are eight

pre-cut patterns; six blouse fronts, and two blouse backs.
These are to be mounted on the yellow sheets of construction paper during the process of alteration.

Clipped to

the top of each yelloxv sheet are the selected alteration
problems to be altered numbered one through eight.

The

equipment in the folder is for your use in performing
these alterations (scissors, ruler and pins).
The alteration problems are stated in full scale dimensions with the half scale written in parenthesis for
your convenience.
You will alter your half scale patterns exactly the
same way a full scale pattern is altered.
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First, I will read xvith you the alteration problem
found at the top of each of the yelloxif pages in yoxir
folder.

Next, I will project the selected alteration tech-

nique in consecutive steps, narrating the instructions for
each step.

After each step I will pause and allow enough

time for.you to perform the alteration.
to each step.

Listen carefully

After the alteration step has been stated,

if you do not understand, raise your hand quitely and I
will repeat the step,
(45),

Alteration problem No. 1.

Increasing Waistline of Bodice
Carol's waist measurement is 2" larger (l' larger on
half scale) than her pattern measurement.

Make the nec-

essary alteration.
Step 1.

Starting on the waistline at a point 2" (1"
on half scale) from the side seam, slash
diagonally to the intersection of the >armhole seam and the side seam (a to b ) .

Step 2,

Spread at a the needed amount.

If the to-

tal Increase is more than 1 1/2", decrease
the width of the waistline darts for the
balance of the waistline.
Step 3,

Correct the x\'aistline seam by folding in the
xvaistline dart and redrawing the seam line
of the side section from (c to d ) .
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Step 4,

If the diagonal slash has cut through an underarm dart, redraw the dart stitching line,

(46).

Alteration problem No. 2,

Increasing Bodice for Full Bust
Mary's bust measurement is 1 1/2" more than her pattern measurement, (3/4" on half scale).

Alter the pattern

to fit Mary's figure.
Step 1,

Measure in 1" (1/2" on half scale) from tip
of underarm dart, and draxv a large dot at a.

Step 2.

Starting at the intersection of the waistline seam with the underarm seam, slash a
cui>ving line from b through dot a to point
c. at the intersection of the shoulder seam
with the armhole seam.

Step 3.

Spread at point a the desired amoxmt.

Step 4.

Make additional slashes toward the underarm
and armhole seam lines, such as those at d,
e., and f, and lap until that section of the
pattern lies flat.

It may be necessary to

cut through the corner of the pattern at b
when the amoxint spread at a is unusually
large.

Then adjustments will be necessary

in side and waistline seams.
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(47).

Alteration problem No. 3,

Shortening the Shoulder Seam
The armhole seam droops over the top of the arm 1/2"
on Jean's blouse, (1/4" on half scale).

Alter the shoul-

der length to correct her problem.
Step 1.

Starting 2" (1" on half scale) from the
armhole edge of the shoulder seam, slash
both front and back patterns diagonally to
the armhole line just above the notch (a to
b).

Step 2.

Lap the slash to make the shoulder seam
the desired length.

Step 3.

Correct the shoulder line by drawing a new
seam line from the neck to the armhole.

If

there is a shoulder dart, fold in the dart
before redrawing the shoulder line.
(48),

Alteration problem No, 4,

Alter for Sloping Shoulders
Carol's figure problem is sloping shoulders.

She

needs this area of her blouse altered 1" (1/2" on half
scale) to take out the fullness and correct for the slope.
Step 1,

Starting 1 1/2" (3/4" on half scale) from
the outer edge of the shoulder seam, both
front and back, slash parallel to the center
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line to a point just below the armhole
seam (a to b ) ,
Step 2,

At right angles to the vertical slash, fold
a pleat (b to c) exactly one-half the amount
needed to lower the shoulder seam at the top
of the armhole.

Step 3.

Correct the shoulder line by drawing a new
seam line from the neck to the armhole.

If

there is a shoulder dart, fold in the dart
before redrawing the shoulder line.
(49).

Alteration problem No. 5.

Alter for Square Shoulders
Paula's alteration problem is square shoulders.

She

needs to add 1 1/2" (3/4" on half scale) to correct the
slope at the top of her shoulder seams.
Step 1,

Starting 1 1/2" to 2" from the armhole edge
of the shoulder seam, (3/4" on half scale),
both front and back, slash parallel to the
center line from the shoulder seam to a
point just below the armhole seam (a to b).

Step 2.

Make a second slash perpendicular to the
vertical slash through the side seam (b to
c).
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step 3"

Spread from b to c. the amount heeded to
raise the shoulder tip to alter for the
square shoulders.

Step 4.

Correct the shoulder line by drawing a new
seam line from the neck to the armhole.

If

there is a shoulder dart, fold in the dart
before redrawing the shoulder line,
(50),

Alteration problem No, 6,

Len.gthening Bodice Front and Back
Barbara's bodice front and back is 1" too short. Alter the pattern to correct this problem,

(1/2" on half

scale).
Step 1,

Slash both front and back bodice patterns
above the waistline (a to b).

Step 2,

Spread the pattern to full amount of the
needed increase in length.

Step 3.

Correct the side seam by folding in the
dart and redrawing the line from the armhole to waistline.

Step 4,

Correct the stitching line of waistline
darts.
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(51)

Alteration problem No, 7.

Altering Bodice Back for Rounded Shoulders
The back of Pat's blouse is 1" (1/2" on half scale)
too short in center back due to her figure problem, rounded
shoulders.

Alter her pattern to correct this problem.

Step 1,

Starting at a point 4 or 5" (2 to 2 1/2" on
half scale) below the center back neckline,
draw a line to the armhole seam at right angles to the center line (a to b).

Slash to

but not through the armhole seam line.
Step 2.

From the midpoint of the shoulder seam,
slash diagonally to but not through the horizontal slash (c to d).

If there is a shoul-

der dart, slash through the center of the
dart.
Step 3.

Spread the horizontal slash the amount
needed to lengthen the center back of the
bodice, as indicated on your personal measurement chart,

Step 4,

Restore the center line by spreading the
diagonal slash.

Draw a shoulder dart to re-

store the original shoulder length.

If the

spread creates a dart more than 1/2" wide
at the shoulder seam, make a second dart or
ease the seam line to fit the front shoulder
seam.
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(52)

Alteration problem No, 8,

Shorten the Bodice
Joan's pattern is 1 1/2" longer than her personal
measurements, (3/4" on half scale).

Alter the pattern to

correct her problem.
Step 1,

Draxv two parallel lines across both front
and back bodice patterns, above the waistline, perpendicular to the straight of fabric line, making the space between the
parallel lines equal, to the amount the
bodice should be shortened.

Step 2.

Fold and secure the amount to be shortened
into a pleat (a to b).

Step 3.

Correct the side seams by folding in the
dart and drawing a new seam line from the
armhole to the waistline.

Step 4,

Correct the stitching line of the waistline darts.

As soon as you have completed your last alteration
step, place all alterations back into the folder and
leave the folder and equipment on your desk.

APPENDIX F
HALF SCALE ALTERATION PROBLEMS
Alteration Problem No. 1. Increasing Waistline of Bodice
Carol's waist measurement is 2" (1" on half scale)
larger than her pattern measurement.
alteration.

(45)
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Make the necessary
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Alteration Problem No. 2. Increasing Bodice for Full Bust
Mary's bust measurement is 1 1/2" (3/4" on half
scale) more than her pattern measurement.
tern to fit Mary's figure.

(46)

Alter this pat-
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• Alteration Problem No. 3. Shortening the Shoulder Seam
The armhole seam droops over the top of the arm 1/2"
(1/4" on half scale) on Jean's blouse.
length to correct her problem,

(47)

Alter the shoulder
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Alteration Problem No. 4. Alter for Sloping Shoulders
Carol's figure problem is sloping shoulders.

She

needs this area of her blouse altered 1" (1/2" on half
scale) to take out the fullness and correct for the slope,
(48)
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Alteration Problem No. 5. Alter for Square Shoulders
Paula's alteration problem is square shoulders.

She

needs to add 1 1/2" (3/4" on half scale) to correct the
slope at the top of her shoulder seams.

(49)
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Alteration Problem No. 6. Lengthening Bodice Front and Back
Barbara's bodice front and back is 1" (1/2" on half
scale) too short.
lem.
(50)

Alter the pattern to correct this prob-
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Alteration Problem No. 7. Altering Bodice Back .for Rounded
Shoulders
The back of Pat's blouse is 1" (1/2" on half scale)
too short in center back due to her figure problem, rounded
shoulders.

(51)

Alter her pattern to correct this problem,

Ill
Alteration Problem No, 8. To Shorten the Bodice
Joan's pattern is 1 1/2" (3/4" on half scale) longer
than her personal measurements.
rect her problem,

(52)

Alter the pattern to cor-

Ill
Alteration Problem No. 8. To Shorten the Bodice
Joan's pattern is 1 1/2" (3/4" on half scale) longer
than her personal measurements.
rect her problem,
(52)

Alter the pattern to cor-

APPENDIX G
RATING SCALE FOR JUDGING BLOUSES
ON THE STUDENT
Directions:

Rate garment on each item. Rate 1, 3, or 2,
depending upon xvhether the quality corresponds to the description in the lefthand
column or the righthand column, or falls betx\reen the two. Place your rating in the
score column. (Add the scores at the bottom
of page 1, transfer the sxim to page 2, and
find total score for the garment. Divide by
the number of items rated; drop the decimal
point; and record the nximber as the Average
Score in the place provided. )

General Appearance
Style

1.
2.

Common place or too
extreme for wearer
Poorly adapted to
fabric and design

Up to date but not
extreme
1..
Well adapted to
fabric and design 2,.

Fabric

J.

Unattractive, too
bright; uninteresting or spotty; poor
texture.

Attractive, satisfactory in color
and design; interesting texture
3«

Trimming

4,

Uninteresting; does
not harmonize with
garment; unsatisfactory texture

Interesting; harmonizes with garment; pleasing
texture
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Cleanliness
5.

Soiled, vnrinkled.
or stiff

Clean and properly
pressed
5..

Cleaning
Possibilities

6. Will probably not

Will probably
launder satisfactorily

6._

Looks well xvith
other garments
worn

7._

8. Color poor

Color good

8.__

9. Line poor

Line good

9.__

laxmder satisfactorily
Effect of Garment on Girl
Harmony with
Costume
7.

Clashes with other
garments worn

Becomingness

Individuality
10, Ordinary; does
little or nothing
for the girl

Particularly effective on the girl
10,

ELt
Grain

11,

Off grain

Grain Straight

Ease of
Fit

12,

Too tight or too
loose

Fitted properly

Does not slope
properly

Slopes properly

Shoulder
Seam
13

11,.

12,

13..

-^,.. r,r:. r. -r v^ ;m5TTiTOHgtng?^qT^:S^i^BgmgCTH?ffe'^
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Underarm
Seam
14.

Not properly
fitted

Properly fitted
14,.

Hemline

15.

Uneven

Even

Neckline

l6.

Drax^s; is stretched
out of shape or cut
too large

Well shaped
fits smoothly

Draws; is poorly
shaped or too
large

Proper size
and shape

Armseye

17.

15..

l6.

17.
Total Score
Average Score.

APPENDIX H
CHECK LIST FOR JUDGING HALF SCALE
PATTERN ALTERATIONS
Directions:

Rate the Half Scale Alterations on each
item, as Unusually Good, Good, Average,
Fair, or Poor, depending upon the quality.
Indicate yoxir preference by checking one
of the ratings.

Unusually
Good

Good

EXECUTION OF ALTERATION
1.

Slashed
properly

2.

Spread
properly

3.

Lapped
properly

4.

Folded
properly

5.

Measured
accurately
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Average

Fair

Poor
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Unusually
Good

Good

Average

Fair

UNDERSTANDING OF ALTERATION PROBLEM AND CONCEPT
1.

Divided
problem
into half
scale
dimensions

2,

Applied
pattern to
master sheet
properly

3.

Neatness
of
alteration

4.

Corrected
seam and
cutting
lines

5.

Overall
tmderstanding of
alteration
techniques

Poor

